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6.1

夷門歌

4

8

12

七雄雄雌猶未分，
攻城殺將何紛紛。
秦兵益圍邯鄲急，
魏王不救平原君。
公子為嬴停駟馬，
執轡愈恭意逾下。
亥為屠肆鼓刀人，
嬴乃夷門抱關者。
非但慷慨獻奇謀，
意氣兼將身命酬。
向風刎頸送公子，
七十老翁何所求。
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Juan 6: Old style poems

6.1
The Ballad of Yi Gate 1
Who would dominate the seven powers was yet to be decided;2
Such a confusion of cities attacked and commanders killed!
The siege of Handan by the troops of Qin became more urgent,
4 But the King of Wei would not rescue the Lord of Pingyuan.
The prince had halted his carriage team for the sake of Ying,
Grasping the reins, more respectful, his thoughts more compliant.
Zhu Hai was a market butcher, a man who wielded a knife,
8 While Hou Ying merely guarded the bolt on Yi Gate.
Not only did Ying present a fine scheme in his heroic way;
He also desired to repay the prince with his own life.
He faced the wind, slit his own throat to bid the prince farewell;
12 “What more could an old seventy-year-old man seek?”

1 This ballad alludes throughout to the biography of the Prince of Wei from the
Shiji, chapter 77. Important details are as follows: When Qin attacked the state
of Zhao, the King of Wei refused to come to Zhao’s assistance, in spite of pleas
from the Zhao prince, the Lord of Pingyuan. The king’s brother, the prince of
Wei (also known as the Lord of Xinling) decided to go to Zhao’s rescue instead.
Among his retainers was the old gatekeeper of Yi Gate, Hou Ying, who concocted
a plan to seize control of the Wei army and use it to drive out the Qin forces;
part of the plan involved Hou Ying’s friend, the butcher Zhu Hai, who was
employed to assassinate the Wei commander (earlier, Hou Ying had deliberately
made the prince accompany him on a visit to the butcher and to wait for him
in his carriage until his visit had ended – this was to test his humility). Hou Ying
told the prince that he could not accompany him on the mission to Zhao because
he was too old; instead, he told the prince he would slit his own throat on the
day the prince put his plan into action, to prove his loyalty to him.
2 Seven Powers: The seven principal states of Warring States China.
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6.2

新秦郡松樹歌

4

青青山上松，
數里不見今更逢。
不見君，
心相憶。
此心向君君應識，
為君顏色高且閑，
亭亭迥出浮雲間。
6.3

青雀歌

4

青雀翅羽短，
未能遠食玉山禾。
猶勝黃雀爭上下，
唧唧空倉復若何。
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6.2
Song: The Pine Tree in Xinqin Commandery 1
Green, green, the pine on the mountain;
For several li I didn’t see you, and now we meet again;
When I didn’t see you,
4 I remembered you in my heart.
You ought to know the feeling my heart has toward you;
The expression I have for you – lofty and relaxed,
Rising loftily from far away, among the floating clouds.

6.3
Song: The Blue Sparrow
The blue sparrow’s wings are short,
It can never eat the distant grain of Jade Mountain.2
Yet it still surpasses the brown sparrows as they bicker up and down;
4 Squawking in an empty granary with nothing else they can do.

1 Located in the far northeast corner of Shaanxi.
2 Jade Mountain: another name for the home of the Queen Mother of the West.
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6.4

隴頭吟

4

8

長安少年游俠客，
夜上戍樓看太白。
隴頭明月迥臨關，
隴上行人夜吹笛。
關西老將不勝愁，
駐馬聽之雙淚流。
身經大小百餘戰，
麾下偏裨萬戶侯。
蘇武纔為典屬國，
節旄落盡海西頭。
6.5

老將行

4

少年十五二十時，
步行奪取胡馬騎。
射殺山中白額虎，
肯數鄴下黃鬚兒。
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6.4
Song: Mount Long 1
The young men of Chang’an, wandering knights-errant,
Climb the garrison watchtower at night to watch Taibo.2
Bright moon over Mount Long shines far down upon the pass;
4 Soldiers above Mount Long play the bamboo flute at night.
West of the pass, the old general is overcome with grief;
He halts his horse and listens to it – his tears flow down.
He has personally endured over a hundred battles;
8 All other officers under his command are now lords of a myriad
households.
Su Wu remains a Supervisor of Dependent Countries;
The yak-tail hairs of his staff all fell out in the vast western desert.3

6.5
Ballad: The Old General
When a young man – just fifteen or twenty,
You went on foot to capture the Hun cavalry.
You shot and killed a white-browed tiger in the mountains;
4 Hardly willing to take second-place to the brown-whiskered lad of Ye.4

1 A mountain on the border of Shaanxi and Gansu.
2 The planet Venus.
3 When the Han envoy Su Wu refused to surrender to the Xiongnu, they exiled
him to Lake Baikal to herd sheep. He used his imperial envoy staff as a shepherd’s
staff, never letting it leave his side. Eventually all the hairs on its ornamental yak
tail fell out.
4 Nickname for Cao Cao’s son Zhang 彰, famed for his military prowess and
courage.
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一身轉戰三千里，
一劍曾當百萬師。
漢兵奮迅如霹靂，
虜騎崩騰畏蒺藜。
衛青不敗由天幸，
李廣無功緣數奇。
自從棄置便衰朽，
世事蹉跎成白首。
昔時飛雀無全目，
今日垂楊生左肘。
路傍時賣故侯瓜，
門前學種先生柳。
蒼茫古木連窮巷，
寥落寒山對虛牖。
誓令疏勒出飛泉，
不似穎川空使酒。

1 A prominent military leader during the reign of Emperor Wu of the Han, famous
for his victories against the Xiongnu.
2 Another general of Emperor Wu’s. He was famous for never achieving advancement, in spite of his great courage and daring.
3 This alludes to the story of the mythical archer Yi 羿, who promised to shoot a
sparrow in the left eye and felt humiliated when he hit the right one instead.
4 See note to 3.1.8.
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All alone you went from battle to battle over three thousand li;
With one sword you faced an army of a million.
Your Han troops sped as swift as thunderbolts;
8 The barbarian cavalry scattered in terror, fearing the thorns of their
weapons.
Wei Qing was never defeated, enjoying the favor of Heaven;1
But Li Guang earned no merit due to his strange fate.2
Since you were cast aside, you have grown decrepit;
12 Stumbling in the affairs of life, your hair has turned gray.

In the past, not a single sparrow was allowed to keep both eyes;3
Now a tumor grows from your left elbow.4
At times you sell melons at the roadside, like a former marquis;5
16 You imitate the master who planted willows before his gate.6
In boundless green the aged trees stretch to your remote lane;
Deserted and lonely, the cold hills face your open window.
You swore an oath at Kashgar and produced a flowing stream;7
20 You’re not like the general of Yingchuan who uselessly gave himself up
to drink.8

5 The Qin era Marquis of Dongling 東陵侯 was forced to sell melons to make a
living after he lost his position.
6 See note to 2.24.10.
7 When the general Geng Gong 耿恭 was besieged by Xiongnu and his men were
dying of thirst, he prayed for a well to produce water and it did so. The Xiongnu
were convinced that Heaven was on his side and broke off the siege.
8 The Former Han general Guan Fu 灌夫 was infamous for losing his temper
when drinking. He was later executed for offending the wrong court faction.
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賀蘭山下陣如雲，
羽檄交馳日夕聞。
節使三河募年少，
詔書五道出將軍。
試拂鐵衣如雪色，
聊持寶劍動星文。
願得燕弓射大將，
恥令越甲鳴吾君。
莫嫌舊日雲中守，
猶堪一戰立功勳。
6.6

燕支行（時年二十一）

4

漢家天將才且雄，
來時謁帝明光宮。
萬乘親推雙闕下，
千官出餞五陵東。

1 Literally, a war summons with feather attached, indicating the necessity of quick
response or action.
2 General term for the areas of Shanxi and Henan.
3 When Yue attacked Qi, the Qi minister Yongmen Zidi 雍門子狄 killed himself,
claiming that the charioteer of the king had once killed himself because a noise
made by the hubcap of the carriage disturbed his ruler, and now the Yue troops
were disturbing the Qi ruler with their noise. The Yue forces were so impressed
by this act of loyalty they broke off their invasion.
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Now below Helan Mountain the battle arrays are massing like clouds;
The call to arms galloping back and forth can be heard day and night.1
Emissaries are drafting young men around the Three Rivers;2
24 Imperial orders summon generals through the Five Circuits.
You try brushing off your armor that gleams as white as snow;
You intend to take up your jeweled sword that glitters with its constellation pattern.
You wish to obtain a bow of Yan and shoot their great generals;
28 You are ashamed to let the Yue troops disturb our lord.3
Don’t worry about the example of the governor of Yunzhong from
olden days;4
You can still establish merit in a single battle!

6.6
Ballad: Yanzhi (Written at twenty-one)
The Heaven General of the Han house is talented and valiant;
He comes to pay court to the Emperor at Mingguang Palace.5
The emperor himself at the imperial watchtowers urges on his myriad
carriages;
4 A thousand officials grant him a farewell banquet east of the Five
Barrows.6

4 The governor of Yunzhong, Wei Shang 魏尚, was particularly effective in defending his district against Xiongnu attacks, but he was later demoted. When the
unfairness of this treatment was brought to Emperor Wen’s attention, he restored
Wei to his office.
5 An imperial residence in Han times.
6 A suburb of the capital where the first five Han emperors were buried.
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誓辭甲第金門裏，
身作長城玉塞中。
衛霍纔堪一騎將，
朝廷不數貳師功。
趙魏燕韓多勁卒，
關西俠少何咆勃。
報讎只是聞嘗膽，
飲酒不曾妨刮骨。
畫戟雕戈白日寒，
連旗大旆黃塵沒。
疊鼓遙翻瀚海波，
鳴笳亂動天山月。
麒麟錦帶佩吳鉤，
颯踏青驪躍紫騮。
拔劍已斷天驕臂，
歸鞍共飲月支頭。
漢兵大呼一當百，
虜騎相看哭且愁。
教戰雖令赴湯火，
終知上將先伐謀。
1 See note to 4.8.4. The Han general Huo Qubing 霍去病 refused such a mansion
as long as the Xiongnu remained alive.
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He swears he will refuse a mansion within Gold Horse Gate;1
He himself will become a long wall at the Jade Gate Pass.2
Wei’s and Huo’s talents were only worth a cavalry general’s value;3
8 The court would not value the Ershi General’s merit above yours.4
There are many tough troops in Zhao, Wei, Yan, and Han;
How the chivalrous young men from west of the pass rage!
Until they take revenge on their enemy they only taste gall;5
12 They won’t prevent their bones from being scraped as they drink ale.6
Painted halberds and carved pikes are cold in the daylight;
Linked banners and the huge pennants sink in clouds of brown dust.
The sound of drums turns about far in the sand waves of the Gobi;
16 Sounding reeds wildly shake in the moonlight of Heaven Mountain.
Wu daggers hang from brocade sashes with unicorn patterns;
Exuberant black steeds leap with dappled roans.
They pull their swords – already cut off the arms of Heaven’s Brats;7
20 With returning saddles they drink together from the skulls of
Tokharians.8
With a great shout, one Han soldier can withstand a hundred.
The barbarian horsemen look at each other and sob in grief.
Though he goes through boiling water and fire when he leads in battle,
24 In the end he knows the best general works out battle plans beforehand.

2 A barrier established by Emperor Wu of the Han, located in Gansu northwest of
Dunhuang. It is frequently mentioned in frontier poetry.
3 The Han generals Wei Qing 衛青 and Huo Qubing. The line is saying that their
value was far below that of the “Heaven General.”
4 The Han general Li Guangli 李廣利 besieged the city of Ershi in Ferghana in
order to obtain some of their fine horses. He subsequently was granted the title
of “Ershi General.”
5 Said to be the actions of the Yue king Goujian 句踐 until he inflicted revenge
on Wu.
6 The Shu general Guan Yu 關羽 was suffering from a wound inflicted by a poisoned arrow. The doctor was forced to scrape the bone of the infected arm to
remove the poison. During the operation, Guan Yu chatted and laughed as he
drank ale.
7 A boastful name the Xiongnu gave themselves.
8 A tribal people during the Han era dwelling in Gansu, Xinjiang, and Qinghai.
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6.7

桃源行 （時年十九）
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漁舟逐水愛山春，
兩岸桃花夾去津。
坐看紅樹不知遠，
行盡青溪不見人。
山口潛行始隈隩，
山開曠望旋平陸。
遙看一處攢雲樹，
近入千家散花竹。
樵客初傳漢姓名，
居人未改秦衣服。
居人共住武陵源，
還從物外起田園。
月明松下房櫳靜，
日出雲中雞犬喧。
驚聞俗客爭來集，
競引還家問都邑。
平明閭巷掃花開，
薄暮漁樵乘水入。
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6.7
Ballad: Peach Blossom Spring (Written at nineteen) 1
In his fishing boat he followed the water; he loved spring in the hills.
On the two banks, peach blossoms flanked the departing stream.
He sat and watched the red trees, not noticing how far he went;
4 When he came to the end of the blue creek he saw no one.
Stealthily he entered the mountain mouth – at first it curved and
turned;
Then it opened up, and suddenly he viewed a plain stretching away.
Far away he could see one place with a copse of misty trees;
8 When he approached, he entered a thousand houses with patches of
flowering bamboo.
The woodsman was the first to have contact with these men with Hanera names;
The residents had still not changed their Qin-era clothing.
The residents lived together at this Wuling source,
12 Beyond the things of this world they established fields and gardens.

The moon shone bright under the pines; their windows were tranquil.
The sun emerged from behind the clouds; the clamor of chickens and
dogs.
Startled to hear of this traveler from the common world, they gathered
together;
16 They vied in leading them to their homes and asked about the capital.
At dawn in the village lanes, they swept the petals away;
At dusk, the fishermen and woodcutters rode the creek back home.

1 See note to 2.22a.4.
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28

初因避地去人間，
及至成仙遂不還。
峽裏誰知有人事，
世中遙望空雲山。
不疑靈境難聞見，
塵心未盡思鄉縣。
出洞無論隔山水，
辭家終擬長游衍。
自謂經過舊不迷，
安知峰壑今來變。

32

當時只記入山深，
青溪幾度到雲林。
春來徧是桃花水，
不辨仙源何處尋。

20

24

6.8

洛陽女兒行 （時年十八）

4

洛陽女兒對門居，
纔可顏容十五餘。
良人玉勒乘驄馬，
侍女金盤鱠鯉魚。
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At first in order to avoid the troubles they had left the human realm;
20 When they turned into Transcendents they then did not return.

In this gorge who would know about affairs of men?
Gazing here from the human world you could only see cloudy hills.
He did not suspect that such a numinous realm was a rare discovery;
24 His dusty mind was not yet free of longing for his home.1
He emerged from the cave, paying no heed to the intervening hills and
streams;
He bid his family farewell, intending in the end to travel long for his
own pleasure.
He thought he wouldn’t get lost if he followed his former path;
28 How could he know that peaks and valleys would now change?
The first time he had only noticed how deep he had entered the hills,
And how many turns the blue stream took into cloudy woods.
Now that spring had come, everywhere there were peach flower waters;
32 He could no longer distinguish where to find his Transcendents’ stream.

6.8
Ballad: The Girl from Luoyang (Written at eighteen)
The girl from Luoyang lives behind the gates opposite;
Judging from her features she must be a bit over fifteen.
Her fine husband rides a piebald horse with jade bridle;
4 Her maidservants serve minced carp on golden plates.

1 That is, a mind still concerned with the common world. It may also signify
samsara, the world of suffering in Buddhism.
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8

畫閣朱樓盡相望，
紅桃綠柳垂簷向。
羅帷送上七香車，
寶扇迎歸九華帳。

12

狂夫富貴在青春，
意氣驕奢劇季倫。
自憐碧玉親教舞，
不惜珊瑚持與人。

16

春牕曙滅九微火，
九微片片飛花璅。
戲罷曾無理曲時，
妝成祗是薰香坐。

20

城中相識盡繁華，
日夜經過趙李家。
誰憐越女顏如玉，
貧賤江頭自浣紗。
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Painted galleries and vermilion mansions rise up facing each other;
Red peach blossoms and green willows droop by the eaves.
From gauze drapes they see off her seven-fragranced carriage;
8 A jeweled fan greets her return by the nine-flowered bedcurtain.
Her wild husband, wealthy and noble in the verdant spring –
By temperament prouder in his luxuries than Shi Jilun.1
He cherishes his Biyu, personally teaches her dances;2
12 He does not begrudge the coral he gives to others.
By dawn in the spring window the Nine Subtleties lamp is put out;3
Fragments of wick from the Nine Subtleties fly out the decorated
window.
When she is finished with play, she has no time to practice her songs;
16 With cosmetics done, she can only sit amid fragrant incense.
Those he knows in the city are all flourishing families;
Day and night he visits the houses of the Zhaos and Lis.4
Who pities the girl from Yue with features like jade,
20 Poor and humble, washing her own silk by the river?5

1 Jilun is the polite name of Shi Chong, a prominent fourth-century aristocrat
famous for his great wealth and extravagant tastes. Most famously, when Wang
Kai 王愷 tried to compete with him in ostentation by presenting him with a
coral tree, Shi Chong promptly smashed it and then repaid the present by giving
Wang six or seven more splendid corals.
2 The name of a prince’s concubine who appears occasionally in yuefu ballads.
3 This lamp is mentioned in an early record of marvels as a lamp put on display
by Emperor Wu of the Han when visited by the Daoist goddess the Queen
Mother of the West.
4 Possibly a reference to Zhao Feiyan 趙飛燕 and Li Ping 李平, two female favorites of Emperor Cheng of the Han. Here it describes the actions of the girl’s
husband.
5 See note to 5.10. Here the poor Xi Shi is contrasted with the Luoyang girl and
her wealth.
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6.9

黃雀癡

4

8

黃雀癡，
黃雀癡。
謂言青鷇是我兒，
一一口銜食，
養得成毛衣。
到大啁啾解游颺，
各自東西南北飛。
薄暮空巢上，
羈雌獨自歸。
鳳凰九雛亦如此，
慎莫愁思憔悴損容輝。
6.10

榆林郡歌

4

山頭松柏林，
山下泉聲傷客心。
千里萬里春草色，
黃河東流流不息。
黃龍戍上游俠兒，
愁逢漢使不相識。
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6.9
The Brown Sparrow is Foolish
The brown sparrow is foolish,
The brown sparrow if foolish.
It believes “These blue fledglings are my children,”
4 And feeds them by mouth, one by one,
Raising them until they grow their feathers.
When they can sing aloud and know how to flutter about,
Each flies off, east, west, north and south.
8 Then at twilight, to its empty nest
The single female returns alone.
Even the nine chicks of the phoenix are like this –
Be sure not to let sad worries turn your beauty to a haggard pallor!

6.10
Song: Yulin Commandery 1
On the mountain, a forest of pine and cypress;
At the foot of the mountain, the sound of the stream breaks a traveler’s
heart.
A thousand li, ten thousand li, the color of spring grass;
4 The Yellow River flows east, flows and never stops.
At the garrison at Huanglong, a wandering knight-errant
Is sad to meet a Han emissary and not recognize him.2

1 A Tang district now located in Inner Mongolia.
2 Huanglong was in present-day Liaoning. In frontier poetry, place names are often
evoked for their romance and not for their geographical accuracy.
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6.11

問寇校書雙溪

4

君家少室西，
為復少室東。
別來幾日今春風，
新買雙溪定何似。
餘生欲寄白雲中。
6.12

寄崇梵僧

4

崇梵僧，
崇梵僧，
秋歸覆釜春不還。
落花啼鳥紛紛亂，
澗戶山窗寂寂閒。
峽裏誰知有人事，
郡中遙望空雲山。
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6.11
A question for Editing Clerk Kou of Twin Streams
Is your home west of Little House,
Or is it east of Little House?1
Several days since we parted, now a spring breeze.
4 So how is the Twin Streams estate you just bought?
I’d like to entrust the remaining years of my life to white clouds.

6.12
Sent to a monk from the Chongfan Monastery 2
Chongfan monk,
Chongfan monk,
In autumn he returns to Fufu Village, but he doesn’t come back in the
spring.
4 Falling flowers and chirping birds are scattering everywhere,
While ravine door and mountain window are lonely and quiet.
Who knows if there are people doing anything within that gorge?
From the commandery gazing afar: hills with empty clouds.

1 Little House and Big House are the two peaks of Mount Song. Twin Streams
was probably located in the area.
2 Chongfan (“Honoring the Buddha”) Monastery was located in Jizhou, where
Wang Wei was serving from 721 to 726. Fufu Village was located nearby.
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6.13

同崔傅答賢弟

4

8

12

16

洛陽才子姑蘇客，
桂苑殊非故鄉陌。
九江楓樹幾回青，
一片揚州五湖白。
揚州時有下江兵，
蘭陵鎮前吹笛聲。
夜火人歸富春郭，
秋風鶴唳石頭城。
周郎陸弟為儔侶，
對舞前溪歌白苧。
曲几書留小史家，
草堂碁賭山陰墅。
衣冠若話外臺臣，
先數夫君席上珍。
更聞臺閣求三語，
遙想風流第一人。
1 This seems to be written for Cui and his brother when they were both living in
the Jiangsu region (Yangzhou, Suzhou, and the Five Lakes).
2 Gusu: another name for Suzhou. This poem alludes to many locations around
the Suzhou area and the Jiang delta.
3 Probably a reference to the expedition of the Prince of Yong 永王. He occupied
the Jiangsu region, ostensibly to put down part of the An Lushan rebellion.
However, he soon declared himself emperor and launched his own revolt.
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6.13
Matching Cui Fu: “Answering my younger brother” 1

4

8

12

16

Talented men from Luoyang, sojourners in Gusu;2
These are not the lanes of your home, these cinnamon tree gardens.
Several times have the maple trees at Nine Rivers turned green;
The Five Lakes gleam white through the whole swathe of Yangzhou.
Yangzhou is now filled with troops that have come down the river;3
In front of Lanling headquarters there is the sound of bamboo flutes.
Night fires: people returning to the walls near Fuchun;4
Autumn wind: the cries of a crane at Shitou City.5
Young Zhou Yu has made his younger brother Lu Yun his companion:
Together they dance “Front Stream” and sing “White Ramie”.
Calligraphy is left on a curving armrest in a family of petty clerks;
They play Go in a thatched hut on their estate north of the mountains.6
When officials speak of provincial administrators,
They count you sir, as a treasure above all others.
I hear that State Affairs is still seeking those who think precisely –7
So I thought of you far off – the most cultivated man.

4 Fuchun was a river islet in the Qiantang River associated with southern dynasties
poetry (Xie Lingyun specifically). It is often mentioned as a place of scenic beauty
by poets visiting the region.
5 After the rout at the battle of Fei River 淝水 (383), the fleeing forces of Fu Jian
苻堅 heard the cry of a crane, mistook it for the pursuing enemy, and panicked.
6 These four lines describe the brothers in southern dynasties terms, emphasizing
their elegance and talent (and their indifference to the military unrest): Zhou Yu
周瑜 was the young and dashing general of Wu during the Three Kingdoms
period; Lu Yun 陸雲 was the talented younger brother of the talented Lu Ji 陸機.
“Front Stream” and “White Ramie” are both yuefu titles. Wang Xizhi 王羲之
(303–361), considered one of the founders of the calligraphic art, once left some
of his exquisite calligraphy on the armrest of one of his family’s retainers. The
Jin prime minister Xie An nonchalantly played Go at his mountain estate outside
the capital while waiting to hear the result of the battle of the Fei River.
7 Literally, “seeking three words.” Wang Yan 王衍 admired Ruan Xiu 阮修 for the
three-word answer he gave to the question “Is Confucianism and Daoism the
same or different?” He got him a post, and the world knew Ruan as the “threeword clerk.”
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6.14

同比部楊員外十五夜游有懷靜者季
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承明少休沐，
建禮省文書。
夜漏行人息，
歸鞍落日餘。
豈知三五夕，
萬戶千門闢。
夜出曙翻歸，
傾城滿南陌。
陌頭馳騁盡繁華，
王孫公子五侯家。
由來月明如白日，
共道春燈勝百花。
聊看侍中千寶騎，
強識小婦七香車。
香車寶馬共喧闐，
箇裏多情俠少年。
競向長楊柳市北，
肯過精舍竹林前。
獨有仙郎心寂寞，
却將宴坐為行樂。
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6.14
Matching a poem by Director Yang of the Bureau of Review:
“Strolling on the night of the fifteenth and thinking of the recluse Ji”1
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You have little time off at Chengming Gate;2
At Jianli Palace you examine documents.3
During the night watches, passers-by are few:
Your home-bound saddle in the lingering sunset.
Who would think, on this night of the fifteenth,
That a thousand gates of ten thousand homes would lie open?
Going out in the night, returning at dawn,
The entire city fills the south streets.
On the streets they hurry about – everywhere bustle and crowds;
Princes, young noblemen, the families of the five marquis.
The whole time, the moon is bright as day;
Everyone says that the spring lanterns surpass all the flowers.
For a while we see the palace attendants, horsemen with a thousand
jewels;
We strain to recognize young wives in their seven-scented carriages.
Scented carriages, jeweled horses together raise a clamor;
In the midst, passionate and chivalrous young men.
They race to Tall Poplar Palace, north of Willow Market;
How could they be willing to visit the vihāra in front of the bamboo
grove?4
The Director is alone there, his mind is empty and at peace;
Sitting in meditation is his form of entertainment.

1 The fifteenth of the first month, or the Lantern Festival.
2 See note to 4.8.1.
3 Jianli (“Establishment of Propriety”) was a Han era palace; because the Secretariat
was located within its grounds, Wang Wei uses it for the palace where the current
Secretariat and other offices were located.
4 Vihāra: originally a refuge for ascetics in Indian religions; later became a poetic
term for a monastery.
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倘覓忘懷共往來，
幸霑同舍甘藜藿。
6.15

故人張諲工詩善易卜兼能丹青草隸頃以詩
見贈聊獲酬之

4

8

12

不逐城東游俠兒，
隱囊紗帽坐彈碁。
蜀中夫子時開卦，
洛下書生解詠詩。
藥欄花徑衡門裏，
時復據梧聊隱几。
屏風誤點惑孫郎，
團扇草書輕內史。
故園高枕度三春，
永日垂帷絕四鄰。
自想蔡邕今已老，
更將書籍與何人。
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If I seek to forget my passions and associate with you,
I will be fortunate enough to lodge with you and find pigweed and
bean leaves sweet.1

6.15
My friend Zhang Yin is a talented poet; he is also good at casting
hexagrams, at painting, and at the different styles of calligraphy.
Recently I received a poem from him, and thus have a chance to
reply to him.
You don’t chase after the chivalrous lads east of the city;
With back-rest pillow and silk cap you sit playing Go.
The gentleman from Shu sometimes reads divinations;2
4 The scholar from the Luo knows how to chant poems.3
At fences of shrubs and flowered paths, under a rustic gate,
Sometimes propped on your zither, sometimes leaning on your armrest.
You drop ink on the screen in error and fool Master Sun;4
8 With your grass calligraphy on round fans you can scorn Wang Xizhi.
In your home garden, pillowed on high, you pass the spring season;
You let your curtains down through the long day, cut off from all your
neighbors.
I imagine that you’ve now grown old, like Cai Yong;
12 Then to whom are you planning to give your library?5

1 Typical food for an ascetic hermit.
2 Yan Junping 嚴君平, recluse of Western Han, who made a living casting fortunes.
3 Alludes to the old “capital” style of chanting poetry popular with some of the
aristocrats following the fall of the north during the Six Dynasties period.
4 Sun Quan 孫權 requested a painting of Cao Buxing 曹不興. When the latter
spotted the silk with ink by accident and then decided to turn it into a drawing
of a fly, Sun tried to swat the fly away.
5 Though much older with a well-established reputation, Cai Yong 蔡邕 enthusiastically patronized Wang Can 王粲 and declared that he would give his family’s
library to him.
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6.16

答張五弟

4

終南有茅屋，
前對終南山。
終年無客常閉關，
終日無心長自閒。
不妨飲酒復垂釣，
君但能來相往還。
6.17

贈吳官

4

8

長安客舍熱如煮，
無箇茗糜難御暑。
空搖白團其諦苦，
欲向縹囊還歸旅。
江鄉鯖鮓不寄來，
秦人湯餅那堪許。
不如儂家任挑達，
草屩撈蝦富春渚。
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6.16
Reply to younger brother Zhang Five
At Zhongnan there is a thatched hut,
Which faces Zhongnan mountain in front.
No visitors at the end of my days, I often shut my door;
4 All day with no preoccupations, I can stay relaxed.
Nothing keeps us from drinking ale and going fishing.
Visiting, then going home – is that all you can do?1

6.17
Presented to an official from Wu
The Chang’an guest-house is boiling hot
With no tea-infused congee to mitigate the heat.
In vain you wave your white fan – this is the Truth of Suffering;2
4 You wish to take your blue book bag and head back home.
The shipment of salted carp from your river home doesn’t arrive;
How could you tolerate the noodle soup of these Qin people?
“I’d rather let myself wander free,
8 Go shrimping in straw sandals on a Fuchun River islet.”3

1 Rather than staying here with me as a hermit permanently.
2 The first of Buddhism’s Four Truths of the Noble Ones: all existence is suffering.
3 See note to 6.13.7.
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6.18

雪中憶李揖

4

積雪滿阡陌，
故人不可期。
長安千門復萬戶，
何處蹀躞黃金羈。
6.19

送崔五太守

4

8

長安廄吏來到門，
朱文露網動行軒。
黃花縣西九折坂，
玉樹宮南五丈原。
褒斜谷中不容幰，
惟有白雲當露冕。
子午山裏杜鵑啼，
嘉陵水頭行客飯。
劍門忽斷蜀川開，
萬井雙流滿眼來。
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6.18
In the snow, thinking of Li Yi
Drifts of snow fill up the lanes;
An old friend can’t keep our meeting.
Among the thousand gates and myriad doors of Chang’an
4 Where paces your gold-bridled horse?

6.19
Seeing off Prefect Cui Five
The Chang’an stable manager has come to your gate;
The carriage goes forth with its vermilion patterns and its netted screen.
West of Huanghua County, at Nine Bends Slope,
4 South of Jade Tree Palace, on Wuzhang Plain.1
In Baoye Valley not a single carriage can pass through;
There are only white clouds confronting your ceremonial cap of honor.
In Ziling Mountain the cuckoo cries;
8 The traveler dines at the source of the Jialing River.
Where Sword Gate suddenly rises sheer, the way to Shuchuan is
opened;2
Then the ten thousand homes at the paired currents come to fill the
eyes.3

1 Throughout this poem Wang Wei uses elements of Shaanxi and Sichuan topography to describe (somewhat loosely) Cui’s passage to Sichuan. Huanghua county –
part of Fengzhou, in Shaanxi.
2 Shuchuan is another name for Yizhou 益州, now part of Sichuan.
3 The traveler arrives in Chengdu, where a section of the Jiang divides into two,
passing north and south of the city.
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霧中遠樹刀州出，
天際澄江巴字回。
使君年幾三十餘，
少年白皙專城居。
欲持畫省郎官筆，
迴與臨邛父老書。
6.20

送李睢陽

4

8

將置酒，
思悲翁。
使君去，
出城東。
麥漸漸，
雉子斑。
槐陰陰，
到潼關。
騎連連，
車遲遲，
心中悲。
1 Another name for Yizhou, based on a prophetic dream in which Jin era Wang
Jun dreamed that three knives hung in his bedroom (3 dao characters = zhou
character) and one was then “added” (yi). He was then made prefect of Yizhou.
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Distant trees in the mist emerge in Daozhou,1
12 On the horizon, the clear river twists like the character “ba.”2

An emissary over thirty years of age;
A young man of fair complexion who is master of the town.
You will grasp the writing brush used by the Secretaries in State Affairs
16 And turn it to write a letter for the old men of Linqiong.3

6.20
Seeing off Li of Suiyang 4
About to serve the ale,
I think sadly of you, venerable sir.
You, an emissary, depart,
4 Leaving by the east side of the city.
Wheat is tall and flourishing,
The young pheasants are mottled.
Sophora trees are shady
8 As you arrive at Tong Pass.
Your mounted entourage dawdles,
And your carriage moves slowly,
And you are sad in your heart.

2 Where the Baishui Jiang flows into the Jialing Jiang it is said to look like the
character ba 巴.
3 When Sima Xiangru was serving the government in Shu, he had suggested that
negotiations be opened with non-Chinese tribes in the southwest, and the government was amenable. He later discovered the notables in Shu as well as court
ministers were opposed to the idea. He felt he could not openly withdraw his
suggestion, so he wrote a letter opposing the plan, using Shu elders as personae.
4 Li Huan 李峘, a descendant of the imperial family; see 3.16. He was sent out to
his post because of opposition to Yang Guozhong. Suiyang is another name for
Songzhou in modern Henan.
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宋又遠，
周間之。
南淮夷，
東齊兒。
碎碎織練與素絲，
游人賈客信難持。
五穀前熟方可為，
下車閉閣君當思。
天子當殿儼衣裳，
太官尚食陳羽觴，
彤庭散綬垂鳴璫。
黃紙詔書出東廂，
輕紈疊綺爛生光。
宗室子弟君最賢，
分憂當為百辟先。
布衣一言相為死，
何況聖主恩如天。
鸞聲噦噦魯侯旗，
明年上計朝京師。
須憶今日斗酒別，
慎勿富貴忘我為。
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12 Song too is far away;
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The Zhou lands lie in between.
The tribals of the south Huai,
The lads of eastern Qi:
With their trifling woven silks and raw silk skeins,
Those traveling merchants are difficult to manage.
You can only take action after the five grains are harvested;
Think whether to be an activist or close your gate to plan.1
The Son of Heaven in his hall donned his formal apparel,
The provisioners and stewards arrayed the wing-patterned goblets,
Beribboned officials dispersed from the crimson court, their girdle
chimes ringing.
Imperial decrees on yellow paper were sent from the eastern wing;
Light taffetas and lined brocades give off a glistening light.2
Of all the scions of the imperial house, you are the most worthy;
And you are first among the vassals in bearing the ruler’s worries.
You would die honorably at a single word from a commoner;
How much more so for a sagely lord whose grace is that of Heaven’s?
Your simurgh carriage bells ring out with the Lu ruler’s standard;3
Next year you will present your plans and come to the capital again.4
Then you must remember today, when we part over our drinking;
Don’t forget me from your position of wealth and status!

1 The first part of the poem projects the responsibilities Li will have after arriving
at his post.
2 The second part describes the ceremonies for his departure from the capital.
3 Shijing 299 describes the arrival of the marquis of Lu in his carriage, ornamented
with banners and bells.
4 I.e., run out your term and return from the provinces.
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6.21

寒食城東即事

4

8

清溪一道穿桃李，
演漾綠蒲涵白芷。
谿上人家凡幾家，
落花半落東流水。
蹴踘屢過飛鳥上，
鞦韆競出垂楊裏。
少年分日作遨遊，
不用清明兼上巳。
6.22

不遇詠

4

北闕獻書寢不報，
南山種田時不登。
百人會中身不預，
五侯門前心不能。
身投河朔飲君酒，
家在茂陵平安否。

1 For Cold Food, see note on 4.7.7. The Purification Festival would normally fall
sometime between late March and mid-April.
2 Football and swings were popular on both Cold Food and Qingming.
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6.21
Things encountered on the Cold Food Festival east of the city 1
The single course of the clear stream runs through the peach and plum;
Rivulets surge against the green sweet-flag and drench the angelica.
Along the stream some households, few in number,
4 Where half the fallen blossoms fall into the east-flowing water.
The kickballs have soared over flying birds several times;
The tree swings contend as they emerge from the drooping poplars.2
Youths go out to have fun on the spring equinox,
8 They need not wait for Qingming or the Purification Festival.3

6.22
On being unsuccessful
I presented proposals at the north palace gate tower, but never got an
answer;
On Zhongnan Mountain I planted my fields, but they yielded no harvest.
To the assembly of a hundred I was not invited;4
4 My mind is unable to seek preferment at the gates of the Five Marquis.
So I took refuge north of the Yellow River and I drink your ale –
I wonder if my family at Maoling is well or not?5

3 The Purification Festival was held on the third day of the third month of the
lunar calendar, and so would fall sometime between late March and mid-April.
4 From the Shishuo xinyu, chapter 22: Fu Tao 伏滔 boasted to his son that he was
invited to a gathering of a hundred people at the palace, and that when he arrived,
the emperor first demanded to know if he was there.
5 See note to 4.22.14.
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且共登山復臨水，
莫問春風動楊柳。
今人作人多自私，
我心不說君應知。
濟人然後拂衣去，
肯作徒爾一男兒。
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Together we climb the hill and look down upon the water;
8 No one asks if the spring breeze stirs the willow trees.

Most who act as humans these days are selfish;
You should know how unhappy I am in my heart.
If those who would help me should brush off their robes and leave,1
12 How can I play this useless role as a man?

1 To act dismissively (to wash their hands of ).

